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A new approach to the electronic instrumentation for extracting data from resonator-based sensing
devices (e.g., microelectromechanical, piezoelectric, electrochemical, and acoustic) is suggested
and demonstrated here. Traditionally, oscillator-based circuitry is employed to monitor shift in
the resonance frequency of the resonator. These circuits give a single point measurement at the
frequency where the oscillation criterion is met. However, the resonator response itself is broadband
and contains much more information than a single point measurement. Here, we present a method
for the broadband characterization of a resonator using white noise as an excitation signal. The
resonator is used in a two-port filter configuration, and the resonator output is subjected to frequency
spectrum analysis. The result is a wideband spectral map analogous to the magnitude of the S21
parameters of a conventional filter. Compared to other sources for broadband excitation (e.g.,
frequency chirp, multisine, or narrow time domain pulse), the white noise source requires no design
of the input signal and is readily available for very wide bandwidths (1 MHz–3 GHz). Moreover, it
offers simplicity in circuit design as it does not require precise impedance matching; whereas such
requirements are very strict for oscillator-based circuit systems, and can be difficult to fulfill. This
results in a measurement system that does not require calibration, which is a significant advantage
over oscillator circuits. Simulation results are first presented for verification of the proposed system,
followed by measurement results with a prototype implementation. A 434 MHz surface acoustic
wave (SAW) resonator and a 5 MHz quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) are measured using the
proposed method, and the results are compared to measurements taken by a conventional bench-top
network analyzer. Maximum relative differences in the measured resonance frequencies of the SAW
and QCM resonators are 0.0004% and 0.002%, respectively. The ability to track a changing sensor
response is demonstrated by inducing temperature variations and measuring resonance frequency
simultaneously using the proposed technique in parallel with a network analyzer. The relative
difference between the two measurements is about 5.53 ppm, highlighting the impressive accuracy of
the proposed system. Using commercially available digital signal processors (DSPs), we believe that
this technique can be implemented as a system-on-a-chip solution resulting in a very low cost, easy
to use, portable, and customizable sensing system. In addition, given the simplicity of the signal and
circuit design, and its immunity to other common interface concerns (injection locking, oscillator
interference, and drift, etc.), this method is better suited to accommodating array-based systems.
© 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3567005]

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Resonator-based sensing platforms have been widely
studied for use in chemical and biological applications. A
notable historic example is the development of the quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM) for mass sensing first reported
by Sauerbrey in 1959.1 Since then, a variety of other types
of resonators have been developed, taking advantage of
microelectronic fabrication techniques. Examples of more
modern resonators include membrane resonators,2 cantilever
resonators,3–5 and high frequency surface and bulk acoustic
wave (SAW and BAW) devices.6–8

The sensing functionality is achieved by coating the res-
onator with a chemically sensitive or selective layer. A change
in physical properties of this layer due to the sensing event
affects the resonator response. An electronic system is re-
quired to interface with the resonator and track the changing
resonator response. The response parameters (e.g., resonance

frequency) are further converted to physical parameters (e.g.,
mass density and viscosity) of the thin film coating by using
equivalent circuit models.9, 10

Traditionally, oscillator circuits are used for monitoring
the shift of the resonance frequency, fo, of the resonator. The
resonator is employed in the feedback loop of the oscillator
as a frequency-determining element. These circuits provide
only a single point measurement at the frequency where the
oscillation criterion is met. However, the resonator response
itself is broadband and contains much more information than
a single point measurement. As an example, resonators op-
erating in liquid phase experience a strongly damped Q as
compared to gaseous phase. Extreme phase and circuit stabil-
ity are required to obtain stable single frequency oscillation.11

Hence, various modifications to simple oscillator circuits are
reported which use automatic gain control10, 12 or parallel ca-
pacitance compensation techniques.13 It is very difficult to
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maintain the accuracy of the measurements under reduced Q
conditions and, therefore, a careful calibration of the oscil-
lator circuit is required. This calibration in oscillator based
circuits may require expensive instruments such as network
analyzers.10 Phase locked loop (PLL) based techniques have
been proposed14–16 to overcome these issues but are relatively
more complex and also require calibration. This calibration in
PLL based circuits is achieved by employing additional refer-
ence phase locked loops, thus resulting in manifold increase
in circuit complexity. Another type of interface circuit relies
on impulse excitation of the resonator. A popular example is
the ring-down technique.17 In addition to the resonance fre-
quency, this method does provide an additional measurement
point (energy dissipation, D, or quality factor, Q = 1/D), but
still relies on oscillator circuitry and suffers from the same
problems previously mentioned.

Measurement of the shift in the resonance frequency and
quality factor is not always enough for complete determi-
nation of the physical parameters of the tested sample. In
particular, for biosensors operating in liquid loading condi-
tions, there are more than two unknown physical parame-
ters (such as mass density, shear modulus, film thickness) of
the sample.18 Therefore, a complete characterization of the
impedance spectrum is useful, which can be only performed
using network analyzers that are sophisticated, bulky, and ex-
pensive. Hence, they are not suitable for in situ techniques.
Systems operating on the principle of network analysis, but
with smaller and less expensive electronics, have been devel-
oped for quartz crystal resonators.19, 20 Unlike network ana-
lyzers, they operate in a narrow range around the resonance
frequency. As an alternative to impedance spectra, systems
measuring a “voltage transfer function,” dependent on sensor-
impedance, have been reported; however, the transfer function
method requires further fitting to application-specific models
to extract load data.21

Simultaneous detection of multiple biomarkers requires
multielement sensor array systems. Such a system is very
useful for screening of diseases like cancer or sepsis where
single biomarker detection is not conclusive.22, 23 Arrays of
resonators have some unique electrical interface circuit re-
quirements. In particular, for oscillator-based circuit designs,
each amplifier–resonator pair must be designed separately
to measure the shift in resonance frequency. However, each
individual oscillator loop in the array is prone to interference
and frequency pulling effects from neighboring resonators in
the array. Therefore, it is difficult to extract and compare the
orthogonal responses of individual resonators.

Excitation of a resonator with a sufficiently wideband
signal gives an output that will contain only the filtered
frequencies representative of the transfer function of the
resonator. Previously, different types of wideband excitation
signals have been used with resonators (i.e., multifrequency
chirp and narrow time domain impulse).24, 25 Each of these
signals requires careful design of the signal itself as well as
the circuit layout for the specific type, resonance frequency,
and bandwidth of the resonator. These signals have their
individual limitations for use with resonators: the chirped
signal requires larger measurement time and the time domain
pulse excitation signal is not well suited to very high Q

FIG. 1. (Color online) Spectral analysis of noise excited resonator.

resonators25 such as a QCM (Q ∼30 ,000). Moreover, the
response of reduced Q resonators (as experienced under
liquid loading conditions) spans a larger bandwidth. The time
domain input pulse, then, must be very narrow in time and,
correspondingly, its power is dispersed over a larger band-
width. This will reduce the power at the resonance frequency
down to a level which may fail to excite the resonance.25

Another wideband signal is a multisine signal which
is commonly used for frequency domain system identifi-
cation and characterization. Its application to resonant sys-
tems has not been reported. However, the circuit design for
multisine generation is very complicated, especially at high
frequencies.26 A multisine signal provides wideband excita-
tion but its spectrum is discrete and will therefore be resolu-
tion limited and ill-suited for high Q resonators.

In this paper, we attempt to circumvent these issues and
present an argument for and simulation and experimental re-
sults of a new approach to the electronic instrumentation for
extracting data from resonator-based sensing devices based
on white noise excitation. An electromechanical resonator is
used in a two-port filter configuration and its output is then
subjected to frequency domain spectral analysis. This pro-
posed method is shown schematically in Fig. 1. We further
show that it offers a very simplistic interface design with
several advantages over conventional methods of parameter
extraction and tracking. The white noise source requires no
design of the input signal and is readily available commer-
cially for very wide bandwidths (1 MHz–3 GHz). Moreover,
it offers simplicity in circuit design, as it does not require
precise impedance matching; whereas such requirements are
very strict for oscillator circuit systems, and are hard to fulfill.
This results in a measurement system that does not require
calibration, which is a significant advantage over oscillator
circuits. The measurement output of this method is experi-
mentally compared to that of a bench-top network analyzer
and is shown to agree within 0.002%. Given the simplicity in
the signal and circuit design, and its immunity to other com-
mon interface concerns (injection locking, oscillator interfer-
ence, drift, etc.), this method is better suited to accommodat-
ing array-based systems.

II. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In deterministic signal scenarios, the input and output
of a linear system are directly related through the transfer
function. In the case of the excitation of linear systems with
stochastic inputs, such direct characterization does not exist.
The white noise input signal proposed here can be assumed
wide-sense stationary. The second-order moments of such a
signal (such as autocorrelation) can be used to characterize
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the system transfer function. The Fourier transform of the au-
tocorrelation gives the power spectral density (PSD), which
is used for frequency domain characterization. For a random
input signal, the input and output power density spectrums of
the resonator are related a

�yy = �xx |H (F)|2 (1)

where, �yy is the output PSD, �xx is the input PSD, |H (F)|
is the resonator transfer function in the frequency domain,
|H (F)|2 is thus the energy density spectrum of the resonator
response. If the input is a white noise signal with power σ 2

x ,
then we have

�yy = σ 2
x |H (F)|2. (2)

Thus, for white noise, the output PSD is proportional to
the energy density spectrum of the resonator frequency re-
sponse scaled by the power of input noise. The output, then,
gives us a measure of the magnitude of the frequency response
of the resonator. We cannot measure the phase of the resonator
response with this method, which is very essential for oscilla-
tor based interface methods. The phase measurement, though
holds a much lesser significance here, because the frequency
response measured by this method can give a direct measure
of the resonance frequency, fr, and the half-band-half-width
(HBHW), bandwidth of the resonator. Conventionally, these
two parameters are used for characterizing the resonator, and
are measured using network analyzers. It has been shown by
various groups for acoustic as well as MEMS resonators that
the viscoelastic properties of the surface perturbation sam-
ple can be deduced by analyzing the resonance frequency
and bandwidth.21, 27–31 Resonance frequency and dissipation
(measured by oscillator based interface circuits coupled with
impulse excitation) have also been extensively used to inter-
pret the viscoelastic properties of the surface coating layer and
the tested sample.32, 33 Both of these methods are equivalent as
Johannssmann has given a relation that describes dissipation,
D, in terms of the HBHW bandwidth.34 Furthermore, conver-
gence relationships of dissipation analysis and the analysis
based on �f and �HBHW, have also been reported.35

The proposed method described here gives not only in-
formation about fr and �, but also the wide-bandwidth trans-
fer function of the resonator (with a much simpler setup than
a network analyzer). Potentially, this could offer more useful
information than just relying on the fr and �.

The setup of Fig. 1 was simulated using SIMULINK R©

software by MathWorks R©. The simulation setup is shown
in Fig. 2.

The “white noise” block generates a signal with a
uniform frequency distribution as an input to the resonator.
To model the resonator response accurately in the simulation,

FIG. 2. Setup for simulating noise excited response of a resonator.

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Measured S-parameters of a SAW resonator.
(b) Simulated FFT scope output showing both the input noise spectrum and
the output of the resonator.

a measured S-parameters file of an actual SAW resonator
is used. The FFT scope is used for power spectrum density
analysis. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Notice that in
this simulation setup, we used a two-port resonator and the
output frequency response is similar to the S21 response.
However, one-port devices can also be used in this technique
by employing them as a through element in a two-port
measurement system. The results in Fig. 3 are for an FFT
of 1024 points. We did the simulation for an FFT size of
256, 512, 1024, and 2048. The relative error between the
S21 and FFT output decreased with increasing FFT size.
However, there was minimal improvement between 1024 and
2048 point FFT. We expect that the FFT size required for a
minimal relative error is dependent on the resonator quality
factor and the particular sensing application. The purpose of
presenting this simulation is to give a proof-of-concept for
the proposed method, which is clearly demonstrated by the
results shown in Fig. 3. Next, we demonstrate the scalability
of the proposed method to resonator arrays.

Figure 4(a) shows the setup for exciting a two-element
resonator array simultaneously with a single noise source.
The resonators are again modeled using their S-parameters
files with their individual resonance peaks (in the S21
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Simulation setup for two- element resonator array.
(b)The noise excited spectral output of a two-element resonator array.

response) at 248.8 and 252 MHz. The simulated FFT of the
combined output shows that the individual responses of each
resonator element are reproduced fairly accurately in the
spectral output. Based on these simulation results, we suggest
that the proposed method can be easily extended to resonator
arrays. This method provides a significant advantage over all
other methods for array systems by eliminating the need for
multiple input sources or a switching method between array
elements. However, it requires that the resonance frequency
of each element in the resonator array is offset from the other
elements in the array. Implementing such an array system has
been reported by Yang et al.24

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To further investigate the proposed system, we built a
prototype using a surface mount noise source, SMN-7114-
C2A by Micronetics R© Inc. This noise source excites a res-
onator and the output spectrum is measured using an E4404B
Agilent Spectrum Analyzer (SPA). The noise source and its
frequency spectrum are shown in Fig. 5(a). The prototype
setup is shown in Fig. 5(b). Using this setup, we measured
two different types of resonators—a 434 MHz SAW resonator
and a 5 MHz QCM.

A. SAW resonator

We measured a 434 MHz SAW resonator with the pro-
totype setup shown in Fig. 5(b). A comparison of the SAW
resonator output as measured by the SPA and as measured by
the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is shown in Fig. 6. It is

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) SMN-7114-C2A noise source and its spectrum.
(b) Prototype setup snapshot.

evident that both responses are comparable in frequency con-
tent. The characteristic resonance peaks are replicated at the
same frequencies, and the relative strengths of frequency con-
tent are preserved and have been explicitly marked. It should
be noted that the measurements with the proposed method
are done without any calibration. The remarkable accuracy of
the proposed system is further highlighted in Fig. 7, where
both responses are plotted in the same graph. There is no
scaling employed on frequency or magnitude axis, but both
responses are plotted after subtracting the respective mean
power levels. The frequency resolution for VNA measure-
ments and for SPA measurements is 3 and 10 kHz, respec-
tively. The resonance frequencies (taken as the frequency at
the minimum point in the S21 amplitude) measured by VNA
and SPA are 433.996875 and 434.000000 MHz, respectively.
This gives a relative difference of about 0.0004%. The mean
amplitude difference over the entire bandwidth of measure-
ment, between the two methods is 0.3 dB with a variance of
0.09 dB. Further accuracy can also be obtained by improv-
ing the frequency resolution of the SPA, but at the cost of
increased measurement time.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Noise excited resonator output. (a) Measured by a
spectrum analyzer. (b) Measured by a vector network analyzer.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Measured responses of SAW resonator by VNA and
the proposed method after mean level subtraction.

FIG. 8. Measured responses of QCM by the VNA and the proposed method
after mean level subtraction.

B. Quartz crystal microbalance

The same circuit setup shown in Fig. 5(b) without any
modification can be used for measuring low frequency or
high frequency resonators, as well as one-port resonators.
However, one-port resonators will be needed to plug into
the two-port circuit setup as through elements. To demon-
strate these properties of the proposed system, we measured a
5 MHz QCM (a very low frequency, one-port resonator) with
the same circuit that was used for the SAW resonator men-
tioned above. We measured the two-port S-parameters of the
QCM with the VNA as well as with our proposed method.
Figure 8 shows the two responses in a single plot with
the mean power level for each response subtracted from its
respective response.

Here, we present a comparison of QCM measurement
with the two methods. There are two distinct points in the
QCM response which corresponds to the maximum ampli-
tude point (Max Point) and minimum amplitude point (Min
Point). Each of these could be considered a measure of
resonance frequency. At the maximum, the resonance fre-
quencies measured by the VNA and the SPA are 4.9991 and
4.9990 MHz, respectively. This gives a relative difference in
resonance frequencies of about 0.002%. The mean amplitude
difference between the two methods (over the entire band-
width of measurement) is 0.58 dB with a variance of 1.4 dB.
However, these numbers are misleading because the SPA re-
sponse is not following the VNA-measured results in the neg-
ative dip at minimum. This error is due to the fact that the
QCM response has a very large dynamic range (∼80–90 dB),
which takes the negative dip well below the noise floor of
the SPA. Therefore, the QCM response is truncated at the
negative dip as it has approached the noise floor of the SPA
(∼ –124 dBm). This problem can be taken care of by properly
amplifying the input noise signal level to raise the output of
the resonator well above the SPA noise floor.

C. Frequency tracking ability

We measured the temperature curve of the SAW device
with both a VNA and the proposed method. The temperature
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Temperature curve measurement of SAW device with
VNA and with noise-excited spectral measurement.

was varied from 0 to 100 ◦C and at each temperature point
the devices were allowed to settle for 2 min. The changes in
device response with changing temperature were tracked by
measuring the maximum amplitude point in the frequency
response obtained by the spectral analyzer and in the |S21|
response measured by the VNA. An important detail to note
here is that VNA measurements were taken after a tedious
two-port calibration of the VNA, whereas the measure-
ments with our proposed method were taken without any
calibration. Results are shown in Fig. 9. The temperature
curves measured by both techniques are in agreement with a
maximum difference of 5.53 ppm. This experiment demon-
strates the ability of the proposed method to accurately track
changes in the frequency response of the resonator.

IV. DISCUSSION

The proposed system described above gives a wideband
response of the resonator with a very simple setup. The wide-

band frequency response has more information than just the
measurement of resonance frequency and bandwidths. This
extra information could be potentially useful for extraction of
the physical parameters of the surface load. It is extremely
difficult to find and track the resonance frequency shifts of
the resonator when heavily loaded by liquid. The oscillations
may even fail to occur due to high damping. Therefore, un-
der heavy liquid loading conditions the proposed method has
an advantage over other methods as it is not just a single
point measurement. Moreover, because of noise being used
as the input signal, significant advantages are obtained over
conventional single frequency excitation systems such as os-
cillators. Circuit design for the proposed method is relatively
independent of resonance frequency variations. Hence, the
same circuit designed for a particular center frequency may
be used for a very large bandwidth around the center fre-
quency. We demonstrated the use of same circuit for 5 and
434 MHz devices without using any calibration for either de-
vice. The proposed method is relatively immune to parasitic
effects compared to oscillator-based systems. It is also im-
mune to background noise fluctuations which appear as a jitter
in the oscillator-based systems and result in limited frequency
resolution. Wideband white noise has a continuous frequency
spectrum and hence, the resolution is, theoretically, not lim-
ited. In practice, though the resolution will be limited by the
sampling rate of the analog to digital converter (ADC), and
the FFT resolution.

There are some additional benefits for noise excitation of
resonator arrays. It does not require individual circuits tuned
for individual sensors. A single input source drives all the
sensors simultaneously with no switches required (switching
circuits introduce an additional complexity at high frequen-
cies). In our proposed method, each resonator outputs its own
frequency response and is not in an oscillator configuration
where loop dynamics can lock onto external signal (from a
neighboring resonator) injected into the loop.36 Therefore, it
will be immune to interference from neighboring resonators
(Table I).

TABLE I. Summarized comparison of oscillator based systems and the proposed method.

Oscillator-based interface circuitry for resonators Noise excited spectral analysis of resonators

Measured information content • Gives a single point measurement • Gives a wideband frequency response, holding much more
of the resonance frequency only information than just the resonance frequency

Circuit design • Strict requirements of phase stability • No phase compensation requirements
• Requires precise impedance matching • Tolerant to mismatch over a broadband
• Circuit design requires modification • Same circuit can operate over a wide
with the change in resonance frequency range of resonance frequencies
• Phase noise appears as jitter and • Immune to phase noise and limited
limits the frequency resolution in frequency resolution only by FFT size

Reduced Q conditions • Difficult to excite oscillations • No Oscillatory behavior needed
• Requires complex circuit modifications • Same setup can be used for both reduced
for accurate measurements Q and high Q conditions

Array systems • Requires individual circuit tuned for • Array is excited as a whole and hence does
individual elements of the array not require individual circuit for each element
• Each element is prone to interference (due to injection • No oscillator loops are involved and hence interference
locking) from neighboring resonators in the array from neighboring elements is not a concern
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V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel method to measure and
track a resonator’s response and extract its characterization
parameters. This method measures the wideband frequency
response of the resonator with a much simpler setup compared
to conventional methods. We have suggested and demon-
strated the use of a white noise signal as a viable signal for
broadband excitation of resonator-based sensing platforms.
We have also established, through simulation and prototype
measurements, the feasibility of the proposed method. The
accuracy and speed of the system can be further improved
by FFT-based digital implementation of the spectral analysis
system. This will allow for a low-cost and compact solution
in the form of a system on a chip.
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